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NIA OFFICIALS INTERROGATE KEY ISIS OPERATIVE IN MANILA, PHILIPPINES 

 

  During investigation of ISIS related cases registered in 2015 and 2016 by NIA, it was revealed 

that three accused persons namely Mohd Naser r/o Thanjavur, Tamilnadu, Mohd Sirajuddin r/o 

Gulbarga, Karnataka, and Adnan Hasan r/o Bhatkal, Karnataka were in online contact with one Karen 

Aisha Al Muslimah @ Karen Aisha Hamidon on messaging applications viz., Facebook, WhatsApp and 

Telegram. It further came on record that Karen was also in online contact with many other Indians. 

Subsequently, the aforesaid three accused persons were charge sheeted and they are facing trial in their 

respective cases. 

 

2. The questioning of the aforesaid accused and data retrieved from the digital devices seized from 

them at the time of their arrest had revealed the name of one Karen Aizha Hamidon y Abuan @ Karen 

Aisha Al Muslimah @ Karen Aisha Hamidon, resident of MB-13 Unit-105 BCDA, Pamayanang Diego 

Shilang Village Barangay Ususan, C-5 Road Taguig City, 1639 Metro Manila, Philippines, as the user 

of mobile numbers +639300183542 and +639165017304 and as one of the most active ISIS operative 

based in Philippines between 2014 and December 2015. She was running different Facebook pages, 

WhatsApp groups and Telegram channels for motivating, radicalizing and instigating her online 

associates from different countries including India to fight on behalf of ISIS in conflict zones. She was 

also in telephonic contacts with many other Indian nationals. 

 

3. In order to collect the evidence against the accused persons and ascertaining her role in the 

crime, requests under Letters Rogatory [LR], issued by the Special Courts of NIA, in Delhi and Jaipur 

were forwarded through proper channel to the Competent Judicial Authority, Philippines, seeking legal 

assistance in the investigation of NIA case RC-04/2016/NIA/DLI and RC-05/2016/NIA/DLI, on 28 

March 2017 and 25 April 2017, respectively. 

 

4. Karen Aizha Hamidon y Abuan @ Karen Aisha al Muslimah @ Karen Aisha al Hamidon was 

arrested by the National Bureau of Investigation, Philippines on October 11, 2017 and she has been 

charged for incitement to rebellion. 

 



 

 

5. In pursuance of the aforesaid LR and to question Karen Aizha Hamidon y Abuan @ Karen Aisha 

al Muslimah @ Karen Aisha al Hamidon, two NIA officers visited Manila, Philippines w.e.f 24th April, 

2018 to 28th April, 2018. 

 

6. The questioning of Karen Aizha Hamidon y Abuan by NIA officials has resulted in confirmation 

of several facts revealed during the investigation and also provided significant leads about her associates 

in India, who were active online, to propagate the ideology of the ISIS and also about a few Indians 

residing abroad who have helped her financially. The leads obtained are being investigated. 

 

7. Execution of the LRs by the Philippines authority is expected soon which will provide 

substantial evidence to strengthen the cases against charge sheeted accused in the aforesaid ISIS related 

cases. 
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